
attachment. 

Emotional attachment/bonding is the deep, enduring emotional connection between ourselves and 

specific people that we know and that are important to us. This emotional attachment, or bonding, is 

one of the most important phenomena in our emotional and social experience. Children internalize 

their attachment experiences with their parents (primary caregivers), and these internalized parental 

attachments then serve as the foundation for all future relationships. When our 

attachments/emotional bonds are joy based, we want to be near the people we are attached to, and 

we go to them for comfort and protection in times of distress. 

attachment, dismissive. 

Dismissive attachment is established by repeated experiences of having your parents ignore you, 

reject you, dismiss the importance of emotional connec¬tion, or disparage the importance of 

emotional connection. For example, if you are growing up in an emotional desert of being 

persistently ignored and/ or rejected, you can come to the self-protective conclusion: "If I can't get it, 

it won't hurt so bad if I don't need it or want it." You then try to teach yourself, both consciously and 

unconsciously, to not need or want emotional connec¬tion. In most cases, you develop dismissive 

attachment because your parents have predominantly dismissive attachment. If this is the case, they 

will make it much easier for you to adopt this same form of attachment. In addition to ignoring 

and/or rejecting your attempts to connect with them, they will model dismissive attachment by 

appearing not to need or want emotional connec¬tion—they won't initiate emotional intimacy, they 

won't ask for it, and they won't express distress at not having it. Sometimes they will make it even 

easier for you to adopt the dismissive style of attachment by explicitly dismissing and/or disparaging 

the importance of emotional connection, with comments such as: "Don't come cryin' to me. If I came 

home crying, my father would whip me till I stopped. If you're gonna cry, go to your room till you're 

done," or "What do you want a hug for? Only sissies and fagots need hugs." Or they might pick up a 

book such as Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child,' and comment "All that touchy-feely therapy 

crap is just a waste of time and money." 

In a relationship with dismissive attachment, you do not feel felt, seen, under¬stood, or connected. 

You have the sense that if you share your heart with vul¬nerability and transparency, the other 

person will ignore or disparage your 

1. John Gottman with Joan DeClaire, Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child (New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 1997). This is actually an excellent book, despite what might be said about it by 

people with dismissive attachment.. 

  

attempt to initiate emotional intimacy (as opposed to see you, understand you, attune to you, and 

respond appropriately to what you share). In a relationship with dismissive attachment, you have a 

deep, subjective, intuitive feeling that emotional intimacy is not seen as important, and that your 

needs for relational connection will be ignored or disparaged. 

attachment, disorganized. 



Disorganized attachment is established by repeated experiences of a primary caregiver doing things 

that are overwhelming, frightening, and chaotic—expe-riences where the primary caregiver that you 

want to go to for comfort and safety is actually the source of your distress. When this happens, you 

simulta¬neously experience both an intense attachment drive to be with the person who is your 

primary caregiver and an intense self-protection drive to get away from this same person as the 

source of your distress. In a relationship with disorga¬nized attachment, you feel that you need to be 

with the person, and that you need to get away from the person. You feel that something terrible will 

happen if you leave the person, and that something terrible will happen if you stay with them. In a 

relationship with disorganized attachment, you feel that you must stay with the person to be okay, 

and you know the person is unsafe and will hurt you. In any experience or memory that includes the 

disorganized attach¬ment dilemma (the person you need to comfort and protect you is the source of 

your distress), in addition to feeling fearful you will also feel profoundly confused and disorganized. 

attachment, distracted. 

Distracted attachment is established by repeated experiences of having your parents be 

unpredictable with respect to relational, emotional connection. On some occasions when you come 

to them with the need and desire for emotional connection, they see you, understand you, share 

your emotions, join you in your experience, want to be with you, and respond appropriately to the 

situa¬tion you are bringing to them. However, on other occasions when you come to them with the 

need and desire for emotional connection, they are distracted and emotionally unavailable. In these 

situations, they might pretend to be with you and attune to you, but you can tell that they are not 

fully present—you can tell that they are not really attuning to you, and they do not respond with 

what you need for the unique situation you are bringing to them. 

In a relationship with distracted attachment, you know what you are looking for and you know that 

it's possible, but on any given occasion you don't know whether or not you will get the attuned 

emotional connection that you need. 

In a relationship with distracted attachment, you never know what you are going to get—you cannot 

depend on the person for attuned connection. In a relationship with distracted attachment, you have 

a deep, subjective sense of insecurity regarding whether attuned emotional connection will be 

available when you need it. 

  

Glossary 323 

attachment pain. 

Attachment pain is the unique pain we feel when separated (either tempo-rarily or permanently) 

from key attachment figures, such as family members and close friends. The unresolved content in 

traumatic memories can include attachment pain, so that attachment pain in the present can be 

caused by trig¬gering; but attachment pain can also be caused by truth-based separation or loss in 

the present, such as when a spouse dies. 

attachment, secure. 



Secure attachment is established by repeated experiences of having your par¬ents be available when 

you need them, repeated experiences of having your parents attune to you (see you, understand 

you, share your emotions, join you in your experience, and be glad to be with you), repeated 

experiences of having your parents respond appropriately to the unique situations you bring to them, 

and repeated experiences of successful repair after some kind of conflict has caused a rupture in the 

relationship. In a relationship with secure attachment you feel seen, understood, felt, loved, 

connected, and relationally safe. You feel safe to share your heart with vulnerability and 

transparency, with the expec¬tation that the other person will see you, understand you, attune to 

you, and respond appropriately to what you share. In a relationship with secure attach¬ment, you 

are aware that conflict can arise, but you are confident that problems can be resolved. You have a 

deep, subjective, intuitive feeling that the relation-ship is safe and stable. In a relationship with 

secure attachment, you have a deep, subjective sense of security that emotional connection and 

attunement will be available when you need them. 

If your parents do not consistently attune to you and respond appropriately to you, and if you do not 

consistently experience successful repair after some kind of conflict has caused a rupture in the 

relationship, then instead of develop¬ing secure attachment you will develop one or more of the 

forms of insecure attachment. 

attunement. 

Attunement is an especially important form of interpersonal emotional con¬nection. I am 

successfully offering attunement if I see you, hear you, correctly understand your internal 

experience, join you in the emotions you're experi¬encing, genuinely care about you, and am glad to 

be with you; and you have successfully received my attunement if you feel seen, heard, and 

understood, if you feel that I am with you in your experience, and if you feel that I care about you 

and that I am glad to be with you. As discussed in chapter 18, the Lord has designed our brains so 

that if something causes us to fall into non-relational mode, receiving attunement will quickly, 

smoothly, and consistently bring us back into relational mode. 


